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2018 | 50 years of IBBY Brazil!
For Fnlij, the Brazilian section of Ibby, the year 2018 represents a landmark of
great relevance. Alongside the start of the Bologna Book Fair in 1963, and the
beginning of the Biennial of Illustrations Bratislava (BIB) in 1965, the creation
of the Fnlij in 1968 is part of a series of historic initiatives which bring together
international efforts around the dissemination of the book with quality for
children and young people and its access as a right of all.
The year 2018 also brings to mind the 50th anniversary of the May 1968
demonstrations in France, that brought intellectuals and artists to the streets,
questioning the conservative standards of society, and calling for the inalienable
value of freedom of speech. Its reflexes in Brazil strengthened the resistance
against the military dictatorship, installed in 1964. In combating the winds of
international movements for freedom, the military forces abruptly interrupted
the democratic state of law in 1968, formalizing by presidential decree the
violation of civil and individual rights to justify arbitrary arrests, torture and
death of those who questioned and confronted authoritarian measures, starting
a long period of censorship of ideas and the arts.
Ibby Brazil was formed in this troubled and sad national context of creation’
and free demonstrations’ repression. Fnlij brought together educators,
artists and editors, also acting as resistance to dictatorship by promoting and
encouraging artistic creation based on the Ibby philosophy. This was made
possible by the fact that the Brazilian quality book aimed at children was not
valued by society; therefore, without being seen as an expression of art, it
posed no threat to the dictatorship.
As a pioneer in the worldwide initiative to value literature books for children
and young people, the Ibby, created in 1952 by Jella Lepman, acts through its
sections with determination and persistence, in all continents, adding 75
countries nowadays. Quietly and often without the recognition and support due
in the countries, most of the sections work by idealism and on a voluntary
basis, sowing and guiding projects for the training of readers and encouraging
quality editorial production, so as to contribute to changes in the state of the art
of children’s books and consequently of the cultural and educational formation
of the children’s and youth public, as well as the educators.
For Brazil, to be a part of the international movement proposed by the Ibby
meant a space to breathe utopias and share yearnings of freedom. And in the
early years Fnlij began to participate in the Bologna Book Fair, already in 1974,
becoming for us an annual and obligatory meeting place. Ibby, partner of the
Bologna Book Fair since the beginning, receives in its booth authors, editors
and friends in a simple, cheerful and welcoming way, being our safe haven to
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FOREWORD

Elizabeth D’Angelo Serra
general secretary

renew ideas and strengths and continue with our work back home. It is at the
Bologna Book Fair that every two years the Ibby, based on the nominations
of its national sections, announces the winners of its Prize, Hans Christian
Andersen, granted for the whole work of a writer and an illustrator. On three
occasions Fnlij was able to take to Brazil the glory and the emotion for the
recognition of the works of Brazilian authors, winners of the Ibby’s Prize –
Lygia Bojunga in 1982, Ana Maria Machado in 2000, and Roger Mello in 2014.
In addition to the editors and authors taking their books, scholars
who are dedicated to promoting reading are also present in the Bologna
Book Fair. They are librarians, teachers and specialists who provide a rich
exchange of experiences to feed and strengthen the initiatives that, silently
and anonymously, take place in every corner of the world, so that children
can enjoy beautiful books wherever they are. These teachers, librarians
and experts are moved by the hope of contributing to world peace, as Jella
Lepman dreamed of.
To enjoy the architectural and historical beauty of the city, visit its libraries,
bookstores and exhibitions, dine in one of its wonderful restaurants and see
the exuberance of Piazza Maggiore complements this work in a unique way.
During the book fair Bologna becomes an ecosystem of hopes strengthened
by ideas and the making of artistic expressions, old and contemporary. The
book fair and the city merge, much more than a business environment,
instigating the imagination of those who circulate through its galleries and
halls from the very object of the event: written and illustrated stories for
children and young people. Business is enriched by the cultural variety of the
arts of writing and illustrating that provide, or should at least provide, the
basis for a humanist society.

FNLIJ at the Bologna Fair
Fnlij has been present at the Bologna Book Fair for 44 years and enjoys
this rich exchange and sharing with people that create and produce art for
children and young people in the form of the book that will reach the
hands of the little kids and young people all over the world.
Brazil has been institutionally in the fair for more than 30 years with the
presence of Fnlij. During those years, a few Brazilian publishers attended the
fair to buy rights from foreign authors without, however, carry in their
luggage the national production to present to the international market. With
the work of internationalization of Brazilian children’s and youth literature
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led by Fnlij to Bologna and other international spaces, such as BIB,
and with the international recognition of the quality of our authors, the
Brazilian Book Chamber strated to attend Bologna Book Fair, an
important achievement that gives meaning to the effort of Fnlij.
In the 44 years of Fnlij’s presence at the fair we had the pleasure of
Brazil being guest of honor twice, which meant the recognition of the
institutional effort to disseminate Brazilian children’s and youth literature
abroad, which is the mission of Fnlij and Ibby. On both occasions we
selected the works of our best artists to compose the exhibitions and the
catalogs. Comparing the selected illustrators and their books for the two
moments, 1995 and 2014, it is clear the importance of the investment
expressed in the increase of the number of selected illustrators and the
variety of techniques used, reflecting a response to the challenge
brought to artists in 1995 in their relentless pursuit of the quality of their
work. The variety of traces and written texts are the legacy of so many
cultures that formed our country: the Indians and those who came to
our land after the year 1500 with their stories, memories, rhythms, colors
and looks. The title of both exhibitions recorded this aspect: in 1995,
Brazil! A Bright Blend of Colours, and in 2014, Brazil, Countless Threads,
Countless Tales.
The influence of the Bologna Book Fair in the work of the illustrators
is a result we are also proud of. The growing number of authors who
started to include the fair in their professional training and business
activities, occurred from the first exhibition, in 1995, proves so.
Unlike European artists, who can go to Italy without much expense,
Brazilians, like other Latin Americans, have to plan themselves well
in advance. In addition to the distance they are the ones paying for their
trips. There are those who have some support from the editors or the
government, but these are exceptions. Investing resources to go to the
Bologna Book Fair expresses maturity and understanding of what it
represents for Brazilian artists.
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FNLIJ’s stand at
Bologna Book
Fair, 2017

FNLIJ’s Selection for Bologna Children Book Fair –
the FNLIJ Catalog for Bologna Fair
Moved by the persistence and support of many entities, we
made our best efforts to produce the Fnlij’s Selection catalog,
made especially for the Bologna Book Fair, in English, and
having been distributed in the Fnlij’s stand since 1974.
As of 2009 the PDF of the catalog can be downloaded on
Fnlij website.
The novelty in this 2018 is that we made available the
catalog before the beginning of the fair, sending the file to all
participants, in addition to maintaining the distribution of
the printed version to those who visit us at the booth.
Selecting and presenting the Brazilian editorial
production of the sector is a relevant part of the annual work
of Fnlij. Preparation begins in the year before each fair,
when we select the books to compose the exhibition in the
booth and in the catalog. The set of catalogs is a portrait of
the evolution of Brazilian children’s and youth literature of
the last four decades, becoming a rich source of research for
scholars and people interested in the matter. In 2014, when
Fnlij completed 40 years of participation in the fair, we
introduced a timeline of this presence in the catalog, which
can be consulted on the Fnlij website.
The illustration chosen for the cover of the catalog in 2018,
a very special year for Fnlij, comes from the book Flicts.
With it we pay tribute to its author, the consecrated Ziraldo,
who, in 2017, turned 85. Flicts, released in 1969, inaugurates
in Brazil, after Monteiro Lobato, the concept of the book for
children and young people as an object of art and breaks
with the traditional format of children’s books available on
the market until then. For originality in form and text, the
reading of the book is, up to nowadays, a provocateur of
the imagination of its readers, children and adults, making
numerous interpretations possible.
The reflex of the Brazilian dictatorship was concretely
present in the first editions of the book: Ziraldo couldn’t use
the Brazilian flag as he wished, since official authorization
was required. Only with the return of democracy in the
1980s the country’s largest symbol took part in the book. The
flag chosen by Ziraldo to replace the Brazilian one was that
of England. For more information about the trajectory of
Flicts and the author, please check the text of the catalog.
The catalog also bears a tribute to the recently deceased
writer and illustrator Angela Lago, a great reference to

The two catalogs when Brazil was
guest of honor in Bologna Book Fair
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Brazilian artists. It presents an excerpt from the book Uma ideia toda azul
(A True Blue Idea), by Marina Colasanti, the Brazilian nominee to the Hans
Christian Andersen/Ibby Prize in the writer category, and illustrations by
Ciça Fittipaldi, nominated to the prize in the illustrator category. We also
bring information about Ana Maria Machado, the writer chosen by Fnlij
for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA), and about the father of
Brazilian children’s literature, Monteiro Lobato. And finally, we invite young
artists who are at the Bologna Book Fair for a conversation with writer and
illustrator Roger Mello, winner of Hans Christian Andersen/Ibby 2014
and several other prizes.

Left: FNLIJ’s
founders Ruth
Villela, Maria
Luiza de Oliveira
and Laura
Sandroni, and
general secretary
Elizabeth Serra.
Right: Ruth Villela

50 years of FNLIJ | 1968–2018
The first movements for the creation of the Brazilian section of Ibby
originate in 1964, a date considered by Ibby as its beginning. In response
to the invitation made to the Brazilian Ministry of Education and Culture,
sent by Spanish Carmem Bravo Vilasante, from the Spanish section of
Ibby, to get to know the Ibby in the perspective of creating the Brazilian
section, Maria Luiza de Oliveira, who worked in the ministry, was willing
to go meet Carmem, taking advantage of a personal trip she made to
Europe. Upon returning to Brazil, she initiated contacts to create the Ibby
section, inviting Laura Sandroni and Ruth Villela de Sousa to join her, in
order to carry out the task. After numerous contacts and measures, only
in 1968 it was possible to create the Fundação Nacional do Livro Infantil
e Juvenil, established in accordance with the laws of the country for that
purpose, by formally incorporating the section.
The invitation to organize the Brazilian section was decisive for creating
an institution that focused its work on valuing the concept of quality
book for children and young people, contributing, through its prizes, for a
systematic and pioneering action in the country. This way, one did not lose
sight of its practical result, that is to promote the reading of these books
with teachers, librarians and families, defending the right to it through
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public, school, and local libraries. These actions by Fnlij paved the way for
the recognition and appreciation of artists and book publishers for children
and young people who make their work an expression of art.
Based on its main actions, which we briefly outline below, Fnlij, in
partnership or by contract with institutions and governments, has developed
projects over 50 years, always focusing on reading literature books, for the
training of teachers and the constitution of collections with quality books.
The FNLIJ Prize
Fnlij’s first action was the basis for all the work it did next. Under the
guidance of librarian Ruth Villela, one of its three founders, Fnlij organized
a relevant survey, never done before, of cultural production for children
and young people in Brazil, resulting in a publication. Thus, in 1974, it was
possible to consistently create the Fnlij Prize for the best book for children,
with the winner being the book O rei de quase tudo (The King of Almost
Everything), by Eliardo França, which continues in catalog and published in
several languages, having received honorable mention in 1975 at the Biennial
of Bratislava.
The Fnlij awards currently contemplate 18 categories and are the criteria
for nominating Brazilian candidates to international awards. In addition
to the three winners of the HCA/Ibby Award, which we are always proud
of having made known and published abroad, expanding the interest in
Brazilian children’s and youth literature, we are also proud of the winning
nominations for the SM Ibero-American Award: Bartolomeu Campos de
Queiros (2008), Ana Maria Machado (2012) and Marina Colasanti (2017).
The work of reading and selecting the books for the Fnlij awards is
done with the decisive and qualified volunteer work of specialists residing
in different cities of the country. At the initiative of the Fnlij and in
collaboration with the publishers, they receive the books at home, in addition
to using them to support their work. The voting body honors Fnlij for its
competence. With most of them being professors, the books they receive
contribute to forming the library of the courses they teach, usually education
or literature/languages.
The 14th IBBY Congress in Rio de Janeiro
The year 1974 was the initial mark of the international repercussion of Ibby
Brazil’s work, which later reflected on the internationalization of Brazilian
children’s and youth literature. Besides being the first year of participation
in the Bologna Book Fair, with the presence of Ruth Villela, it was in the
same year, in the city of Rio de Janeiro, that the Fnlij hosted, as the Brazilian
section, the 14th Ibby Congress, the first event outside Europe. Counting
on exponent names in the new topic of studies, the children’s and youth
literature, it attracted participants from all over the country and from Latin
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America. In Brazil, the contribution of this congress was
evident, for the Brazilian universities began to dedicate
themselves to literature for children and youth studies
in the area of literature/languages, education and library
science. More than 500 people were present to discuss
The book as an important tool in education.

Poster of Ciranda de Livros and
(below) program contract signing
by Laura Sandroni (FNLIJ) and
Roberto Marinho (Roberto Marinho
Foundation)
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The Ciranda of Books
After standing firm with its award and defending the
university as a place of reflection on the themes of reading
and literature, Fnlij was devoted to the creation of the
first book distribution program in the 1980s. One of the
most important and pioneering actions of Fnlij in the
dissemination and access to the literature book in Brazil
was the project Ciranda de Livros, of distribution of books
to the most needy schools in the country, becoming a seed
for future libraries. From Ciranda de Livros (1982–1984),
the Brazilian government created a national book
distribution program in schools, entitled Salas de Leitura
(Reading Rooms). In the late 1990s, with the importance
and expansion of teachers’ interest in children’s and youth
literature, the program became known as the Programa
Nacional Biblioteca da Escola – PNBE (School’s Library
National Program), reaching, by 2014, all primary schools
in the country. The program has been suspended since
2015 and the proposal for a new program does not meet
the needs of the country nor the historical achievements
of 17 years of access to literature books by students and
teachers. We believe that its interruption has constituted
a serious setback for our children’s education. By Ciranda

de Livros Fnlij received the medal and the diploma of honorable mention
of the Prize of Literacy from Unesco, in 1984, having been an example for
programs in other countries.
For a Reading Policy – Proler
In the late 1980s Fnlij developed a research under the title Por uma
Política de Leitura (For a Reading Policy), which results served as a basis
for presenting to the federal government a proposal for the creation of a
national program to promote reading. So, in 1992, the Programa Nacional
de Incentivo à Leitura – Proler (National Program to Encourage Reading)
was established, headquartered at the National Library, linked to the
Ministry of Culture, and remained active for about 15 years. Although
formally Proler does not have the breadth and strength as before, it is
comforting to note that the effort made in its best years is still alive
through actions of people and some institutions that defend its purposes,
transforming it into an identifiable brand by those who work in the sector.
The FNLIJ Book Fair for Children and Youth
In the late 1990s, more precisely 1999, Fnlij dared to plan a book fair
with literature books only. The Fnlij Book Fair for Children and Youth
will complete its 20th edition this year 2018, if the Brazilian economic
situation in crisis offers the conditions for its achievement. In addition to
the publishing houses that support Fnlij, we have the partnership of the
city government of Rio de Janeiro, through its Secretariats of Education
and Culture, as we receive students from public schools and their teachers
receive a sum of money to buy books during the fair. A seminar on
children’s literature is held and three libraries offer a collection selected
by Fnlij for free access to visitors, among other activities around the
reading of books.
The FNLIJ Contests
Taking the Ibby experience with the Asahi Award for reading programs,
Fnlij started, in 1994, also the pioneer in Brazil Concurso Fnlij Os Melhores
Programas de Incentivo à Leitura junto a Crianças e Jovens de todo o Brasil
(Fnlij Contest The Best Reading Incentive Programs for Children and Young
People from all over Brazil), which presents its 23rd edition in 2018.
A study on the 70 winning projects until 2014 conducted by Professor
Luiz Percival Britto, of the Federal University of Western Para, aimed at
analyzing the main characteristics of reading programs denominated as
Lines of Force the identities and differences of the works that presented
themselves as reading programs over 20 years, with focus on subsidizing
the formation of new projects and improvement of existing ones.
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Continuing its work of training readers and in an institutional initiative to
value shared literary reading among adults, children and young people, Fnlij
created, in 2001, the Leia Comigo! Campaign (Read With Me! Campaign),
resulting, in the following year, in the Concurso Fnlij Leia Comigo! (Fnlij
Contest Read With Me!), now in its 17th edition. Fnlij understands that the
adult reader, especially the teacher, the librarian and the family, is the main
mediator between children and young people and reading books, and that
this relationship results in appreciation of the written culture, the foundation
for a quality education to which everyone is entitled. The contest has already
awarded dozens of reports in its 16 previous editions and has as one of its
objectives to stimulate even more actions to promote reading in different
spheres of society.
Fnlij also instituted two competitions aimed at promoting books written
by indigenous people. The Tamoios Contest, for indigenous authors of
children’s and youth literature, and the Curumim, for the work done by the
teachers from reading the books of these authors. This year we are honored
to also celebrate their 15th edition!
Usually, Fnlij conducts these competitions without financial support.
They remain alive because of the perseverance and persistence of the Fnlij
in keeping them in simple form, as most Ibby sections work. In addition
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FNLIJ Book
Fair, 2016

to the recognition diploma, valued by the winners, Fnlij awards as prize
children’s and juvenile literature books from the reserve of duplicates that it
receives from the editors to compete for the Fnlij Prize. These donations to
increase the existing collections in the various projects are received by the
winners with great joy.
FNLIJ through the internet
Although slowly, Fnlij seeks to be up-to-date with the facilities that the
media offers to make this experience available, free of charge. Through the
website it is possible to access information about the titles that make up a
large part of Fnlij’s collection, as well as the Fnlij publications, which can
be accessed from the year 2000 on. In this case there are the monthly
newspaper Noticias Fnlij, the Newsletter, also a monthly publication, and the
catalogs presented at the Bologna Book Fair. The list of books that have
received the Fnlij Awards and the winners of the contests can also be found
on our website.
The book Um imaginário de livros e leituras: 40 anos da Fnlij (An Imagery
of Books and Readings: Fnlij’s 40 years), published in 2008, it is also in PDF for
download, in Portuguese.
We hope for promising moments that can create the conditions to improve
our way of communication, via the Internet, but also to find support and
partners to make the relevant information available in English.
To conclude this presentation, we thank all individuals, institutions,
companies and the federal government which have contributed in different
ways so that we could reach this important date with an expressive work
baggage on what we set out to do. No doubt we could have done more and
better, a goal that we will continue to pursue!
We would also like to express our appreciation to those who made it
possible for us to be at the Bologna Fair this year. In particular, our gratitude
goes to the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Relations, to the Brazilian Embassy
in Rome, to the FTD publisher, which once again took charge of the printing
of the catalog, to the Brazilian Book Chamber and to the publishing houses
which, in an effort of collaboration and recognition, are supporting us.
If you have got this far, we would like to thank you for your interest in
knowing Fnlij and the work we have developed as a Brazilian section of Ibby.
In order to know more we invite you to visit our website www.fnlij.org.br. We
are at your disposal!
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FNLIJ Award 2017 | Production of 2016
Since 1974 FNLIJ, IBBY Brazil, promotes the
FNLIJ Award for children and young people
literature. Every year, a committee of 21
reader-voters, from different Brazilian states,
selects voluntary children and young people
books published in the previous year, in
18 categories, taking into consideration text
originality, quality of illustrations, book
design, production, printing and binding.
For the 43th edition of FNLIJ Award —
production 2016, FNLIJ received, from June
to December 2016, 683 titles. There were
24 titles awarded, in 18 categories, from 12
publishing houses.
FNLIJ created in 1992 the distinction
hors-concours for each prize to stimulate

new writers and illustrators. It happens
when the most voted in each category
already won the FNLIJ Award at least three
times as writer or illustrator.
In 2017 the authors who got the
distinction hors-concours were: Lygia
Bojunga, Marina Colasanti and Jorge
Miguel Marinho in the category The Best
for Young People, Leo Cunha in the
category The Best Book Poetry, and Ana
Maria Machado in the category Secondary
Literature.
Fundação Nacional do Livro Infantil e
Juvenil — FNLIJ, IBBY Brazil, presents the
winners of the FNLIJ Award 2017, production
of 2016.

FNLIJ Award Ofélia Fontes
The Best for Children
A boca da noite: histórias que moram
em mim. Cristino Wapichana. Illustrations
by Graça Lima. Zit. (Unpaged.)
ISBN 9788579331077

Bojunga. Casa Lygia Bojunga. 182p.
ISBN 9788589020220

FNLIJ Award Orígenes Lessa
The Best for Young People
HORS-CONCOURS Intramuros. Lygia

HORS-CONCOURS A gravidade das coisas
miúdas. Jorge Miguel Marinho. SESI-SP. 207p.
ISBN 9788550401058
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HORS-CONCOURS Marina Colasanti. Edition
and preface by Marisa Lajolo. Global. 288p.
ISBN 9788526020788

Um lugar chamado aqui. Felipe Machado.
Illustrations by Daniel Kondo. SESI-SP.
(Unpaged.) ISBN 9788550401881
FNLIJ Award Luís Jardim
The Best Book without Text
Uma criança única. Guojing. V&R.
(Unpaged.) ISBN 9788576839866
FNLIJ Award Malba Tahan
The Best Non-Fiction Book
Terra de cabinha: pequeno inventário
da vida de meninos e meninas do sertão.
Gabriela Romeu. Illustrations by Sandra
Jávera. Photographs by Samuel Macedo.
Peirópolis. 94p. ISBN 9788575964156
FNLIJ Award Odylo Costa, filho
The Best Poetry Book
HORS-CONCOURS Um dia, um rio. Leo
Cunha. Illustrations by André Neves. Pulo
do Gato. (Unpaged.) ISBN 9788564974968
Cada coisa. Eucanaã Ferraz.
Illustrations by Eucanaã Ferraz and Raul
Loureiro. Companhia das Letrinhas. 120p.
ISBN 9788574067506

FNLIJ Award Gianni Rodari
The Best Toy Book
Monstros do cinema. Augusto Massi and
Daniel Kondo. SESI-SP. (Unpaged.)
ISBN 9788582056585
FNLIJ Award Lucia Benedetti
The Best Drama Book
Quem tem medo de curupira? Zeca Baleiro.
Edition by Gabriela Romeu. Illustrations by
Raul Aguiar. Companhia das Letrinhas. 79p.
ISBN 9788574067087
FNLIJ Award Cecília Meireles
The Best Secondary Literature
HORS-CONCOURS Ponto de fuga: conversas
sobre livros. Ana Maria Machado.
Companhia das Letras. 250p.
ISBN 9788535926125
Literatura infantil e juvenil: do literário
a outras manifestações estéticas. Edition
by Eliane Debus, Dilma Beatriz Juliano and
Nelita Bortolotto. Unisul. 206p.
ISBN 9788583880622
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FNLIJ Award Figueiredo Pimentel
The Best Retold Stories
Vozes ancestrais: dez contos indígenas.
Daniel Munduruku. FTD. 79p. ISBN
9788596005463

FNLIJ Award Henriqueta Lisboa
The Best Literature in Portuguese Language
O lagarto. José Saramago. Xylographies
by J. Borges. Companhia das Letrinhas.
(Unpaged.) ISBN 9788574067469

FNLIJ Award — The Best Illustration
A boca da noite: histórias que moram
em mim. Cristino Wapichana. Illustrations
by Graça Lima. Zit. (Unpaged.) ISBN
9788579331077

O pintor debaixo do lava-loiças. Texts and
illustrations by Afonso Cruz. Peirópolis. 117p.
ISBN 9788575963739

FNLIJ Award Glória Pondé
The Best Editorial Project
Cada coisa. Eucanaã Ferraz. Illustrations by
Eucanaã Ferraz and Raul Loureiro. Graphic
design by Raul Loureiro. Companhia das
Letrinhas. 120p. ISBN 9788574067506
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FNLIJ Award — The Best Translation /
Adaptation
For Children
O conto do carpinteiro. Iban Barrenextea.
Translation by Eduardo Brandão.
Companhia das Letrinhas. 45p.
ISBN 9788574067209

Non-Fiction Book
Se... uma nova maneira de enxergar
grandes conceitos. David J. Smith.
Translation by André Czarnobai. Illustrations
by Steve Adams. Companhia das Letrinhas.
47p. ISBN 9788574067353
For Young People
O país de João. María Teresa Andruetto.
Translation by Marina Colasanti. Global. 55p.
ISBN 9788526022386
Retold Stories
O anel encantado. María Teresa Andruetto.
Translation by Marina Colasanti. Global. 62p.
ISBN 9788526022621

FNLIJ Award — New Writer
Lia e o feitiço da palavra. Marília Moreira.
Illustrations by Maria Betania Galas. Ozé.
(Unpaged.) ISBN 9788564571341
FNLIJ Award — Special Collection
Bárbara. Murilo Rubião. Illustrations by
Marilda Castanha. Positivo. 45p.
ISBN 9788546710805
O edifício. Murilo Rubião. Illustrations by
Nelson Cruz. Positivo. 45p.
ISBN 9788546708659
Teleco, o coelhinho. Murilo Rubião.
Illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Positivo.
45p. ISBN 9788546708666
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Angela Lago 1945–2017
In an interview, when asked why she illustrated and wrote,
Angela Lago was explicit: It’s my way of playing. On October
22, the announcement of her death caught everyone by
surprise and motivated many expressions of regret. At
FNLIJ we received, through the Associación Colombiana de
Literatura Infantil y Juvenil – ACLIJ (Colombian Association
of Children and Youth Literature), heartfelt testimonials from
Colombian friends and admirers. For Children and Young
People Literature, which loses one of its most innovative
authors, a legacy of originality and quality of Brazilian art to
illustrate books for all ages remains.
Born in Belo Horizonte (Brazilian southeastern city),
she wrote and illustrated poems at the age of seven, but
she graduated in Social Work and she worked in the field
before becoming a writer of children’s literature. As a visiting
artist she attended the School of Fine Arts of the Federal
University of Minas Gerais.
During her career Angela received numerous awards from
FNLIJ, becoming Hors-Concours by the institution. FNLIJ
also nominated her for the IBBY Honor List of 1992, for Sua
Alteza a Divinha (Her Highness the Little Fortune-Teller), and
for the Hans Christian Andersen/IBBY Award in 1990, 1994
and 2004. In 1984, Angela created the poster of the message
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Illustrations from
Cena de rua

Sharing of International Children’s Book Day
— ICBD/IBBY, written by Lygia Bojunga. IBBY
also highlighted Angela’s talent by selecting
some illustrations of Cena de rua (Street
Scene) for the book Under the Spell of the
Moon, published by Groundwood (Canada)
and edited by Patricia Aldana, publisher and
former president of IBBY.
Through the Brazilian Book Chamber
she also received several Jabuti Awards and,
abroad, recognitions such as the Prémio
Iberoamericano de Ilustración by La
Consejeria de Cultura, Junta de Andalucia,
Spain, in 1994; the Octogone Prize from
Ardoise, France; Prix Graphique, by Centre
International d’Études en Litératures de
Jeunesse, France, by the book Street Scene
(RHJ), in 1995; and the BIB Plates by Street
Scene, in 1995, and by João Felizardo — O rei
dos negócios (Joao Felizardo — The King of
Business, Cosac Naify), in 2007.
Angela always sought to improve her art.
Upon returning to Brazil, around 1975, she
brought her international experience gained
in courses such as graphic arts at Napier
College in Edinburgh from 1973 to 1975. In
1983, in Biennial of Illustrations Bratislava,
she participated in the BIB International
Symposium. Among other courses she
was invited to the Biennial of Illustrations

Bratislava to coordinate a workshop for
illustrators from developing countries, in
1993. In 1996, Angela participated in the
course taught by illustrators Carme Solé
Vendrell, David McKee, Max Vethuijs and
Roberto Innocenti when they were in Brazil
for the The Secret Garden exhibition, held
by FNLIJ. In a partnership between the
fair and FNLIJ, it was possible to bring the
exhibition to Brazil, with the originals from
30 illustrators, from all over the world, who
won Bologna Children Book Fair Award.
Angela Lago leaves a legacy for Brazilian
and international children’s literature,
influencing various illustrators.
Recalling one of her recent books, as a
gardener, Angela planted seedlings in
the heads of children, young people, and
artists. And if the flower is fleeting, we
always have how to count on the fruit so that
the beauty perpetuates, because there is
such grace/ that the eyes support the time/
another beauty (Caderno do jardineiro [The
Gardener’s Notebook], Edicões SM, FNLIJ
Highly Recommended Seal).

For more information about Angela Lago please
check our website: www.fnlij.org.br
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Monteiro Lobato

The Father of Brazilian
Children’s Literature

Jose Bento Renato Monteiro Lobato, better known as Monteiro
Lobato, is considered the father of Brazilian children’s literature.
His concern for the education of children and young readers
resulted in a definitive work for this audience even in the first
half of the twentieth century. Besides being a writer, his position
as an editor played a key role in the establishment of the
publishing market in Brazil.
Monteiro Lobato created characters that became eternal in
the popular imagination of Brazilians. The Rag Doll Emilia, for
example, short-tempered and wonderfully scornful, conquers
children and adults with her desire to be and to exist in the
world. It is by breaking the rules and models of the time,
with this unique personality, challenging, restless and daring
that Emilia decides to register, with the help of her secretary,
Viscount of Sabugosa, her impressions on life in Memórias de
Emília (Memories of Emilia), reissued in hardcover by Globo
publishing house. The illustrations resubmitted in this edition
were the first to give substance to the rag doll and made by artists
carefully chosen by Lobato, who already gave due importance
to the illustration. In 2017, Globo publishing still reprinted in
Histórias de tia Nastácia (Aunt Nastacia’s Stories), illustrated by
Claudio Martins; Dom Quixote das crianças (Dom Quixote of
the Children), illustrated by Camilo Riani and O minotauro (The
Minotaur), illustrated by Odilon Moraes.
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Take Monteiro Lobato to
children of your country!

Voltolino, 1920

Jella Lepman, the creator of IBBY, believed in the
importance of presenting the world to children
through literature, and so did Lobato. For this reason,
he himself translated and adapted some classics
for Brazilian children. The reverse path is yet to be
broken because, with some exceptions, children from
outside Brazil have not yet had the opportunity to
know the universe of this great writer.
In July 2018 it will be Monteiro Lobato’s 70th
anniversary of death, which means that, from 2019
on his books will enter public domain, according
to the Brazilian copyright law. We invite publishers,
translators and illustrators to get to know the work
of Monteiro Lobato. And if you are interested in
discovering and publishing his work, please get in
touch with FNLIJ.

Belmonte, 1934

J.U. Campos, 1941

Le Blanc, 1947

Augustus, 1948
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Hans Christian Andersen Nominees | Writer
Marina Colasanti was born in Asmara, Ethiopia. She
has published more than 50 books, and some of them
translated to other countries, such as Italy, Germany,
United States, Netherlands, Costa Rica and Chile. She
was granted important awards, like FNLIJ prizes; Jabuti
Award; Great Prize from the Critics (APCA); Latin
American Contest of Children Short Stories (FUNCEC/
UNICEF), Costa Rica; Prize Norma-Fundalectura, Mejor
del Año, Venezuela, and in 2017 the XIII Iberoamericano
SM de Literatura Infantil y Juvenil Award. She was
nominated by FNLIJ for IBBY Honour List — Translator,
in 2004 and 2016 and for the Hans Christian Andersen
award, writer, in 1994 and 2016.
You can find more information about the nominees in
previous FNLIJ’s catalogue, at www.fnlij.org.br.

Hans Christian Andersen Nominees | Illustrator
Ciça Fittipaldi was born in São Paulo. She has been
professor of Illustration and Editorial Design in the
College of Visual Arts in the National University of Goias
since 1993, and advisor for the MEC — Culture Ministry/
PNUD Program of United Nations for Development —
Indigenous Education. She has works translated and
published in México, Argentina, Venezuela, Germany,
and United States. Ciça was nominated by FNLIJ for the
Hans Christian Andersen Award in 1996 and 2016. And
she participated of exhibitions in Bratislava Biennial,
International Biennial of São Paulo, Frankfurt Book Fair,
Bologna Book Fair, Gothenburg Fair, and Sàrmede.
You can find more information about the nominees in
previous FNLIJ’s catalogue, at www.fnlij.org.br.
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Every day Kubla Khan, the last king of the Mogul dynasty, climbed to the
highest walls of his fortress to meet with the wind.
The wind came from far away and had the whole world to talk about.
Kubla Khan had never left his fortress, he knew nothing of the world.
He listened to the words of the wind and learned.
“The earth is smooth and round,” said the wind. “I move ever forward,
yet always return to the place where I began. I’ve traveled around the
Earth so many times that it’s wound up in my breath.”
Kubla Khan thought it must be nice to come and go without
ever getting lost.
One day the wind came colder, on its way back from the mountains.
“I went to comb the snow,” the wind whispered icily in the king’s
ear. “Snow is soft and heavy. Beneath its silence the seeds prepare
themselves for spring. Only white flowers pierce snow. Only white tracks
mark snow. In snow dwells the King of Sleep.”
Kubla Khan longed for snow. So he fastened silver threads to the
Moon and raised it against the wind. From up above the Moon, mirror of
the cold, brought snow to Kubla Khan. And a peaceful sleep.

Excerpt from A True Blue
Idea (Transl. Adria Frizzi)

Illustration of The Twins of the Drum
(Text: Rogério Andrade Barbosa / Publisher: DCL)
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IBBY Honour List 2018
As the Brazilian section of IBBY, every other year FNLIJ
nominates a living Brazil writer, illustrator and translator,
whose oeuvre is worthy of inclusion in IBBY’s Honour List, an
international nomination that comprises an exhibition and a
catalogue with books from all countries.

The exhibition and catalogue are presented in Biennial IBBY
Congress and in the Bologna Children’s Book Fair.
To compose 2018 IBBY Honour List, FNLIJ selected writer
Cristino Wapichana, for for his book A boca da noite,
published by Zit; illustrator Odilon Moraes, for Lá e aqui,
published by Pequena Zahar; and, as the translator, Eduardo
Brandão, for the translation of Iban Barrenetxea’s book O
conto do carpinteiro, published by Cia das Letrinhas.
The exhibition and catalogue with the indications of all
countries will be presented in 36th IBBY Congress, during
August 30 to 01 September, 2018, in Athens, Greece.
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Ana Maria Machado Brazilian
candidate for ALMA 2018
The Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award — ALMA is
presented every year by the Swedish government.
The award is granted to writers, illustrators,
oral storytellers and reading promoters, regardless of
language or nationality.
FNLIJ, as national section of IBBY, is one of the
nomination bodies and therefore can submit
nominations for ALMA. For 2018, FNLIJ chose Ana Maria
Machado for the author category. This is the third time
Machado is candidate for ALMA.
Brazilian author Lygia Bojunga was laureate in 2004,
which made her also nomination body for the following
editions of ALMA.
Ana Maria Machado is an outstanding Brazilian
author who has been writing for children and young
people, uninterruptedly, for almost half a century. Along
this time, her literary output has received all the main
prizes in Brazil, besides winning important international
recognition such as IBBY’s Hans Christian Andersen
Award (2000), Prince Claus Award (The Netherlands
2010), Iberoamericano SM de Literatura Infantil y Juvenil
Award (Mexico 2011), Press Lifetime Achievement
Award (USA 2007), José Marti Award (Costa Rica 1995),
Association pour la Promotion du Livre pour Enfants
(Switzerland 1988), Fondation Espace Enfant de l’Institut
Jean Piaget (Switzerland 1998), and Casa de las Americas
(Cuba, 1981).
Around 90 titles of Machado have been translated
into 20 languages and 26 countries. The Arabian version
of her stories has been freely distributed among Syrian
children in refugee camps in Lebanon.
With a masterful use of language, she combines literary
art and oral tradition oºf storytelling. Her writing (…) has
a commitment with humanist values and deals such as
freedom of thought, respect for differences. — Excerpt of
FNLIJ’s official justification

Five of her
translated titles
Bisa Bia, Bisa Bel

Languages German,
Chinese, Korean,
Croatian, Spanish, French,
Galician, English, Italian,
Russian, Swedish, and
Turkish.
De olho nas penas

Languages Chinese,
Danish, Spanish,
Norwegian, and Swedish.
Do outro mundo

Languages Danish,
Spanish, Italian, English,
and Swedish.
Mas que festa!

Languages Danish,
Spanish, French, English,
and Swedish.
Menina bonita do laço de fita

Languages Chinese,
Korean, Danish, Spanish,
French, English, and
Japanese.
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Roger Mello at FNLIJ’s Stand
Once again it is with great pride that we have the
presence of writer and illustrator Roger Mello, —
winner of the Hans Christian Andersen/IBBY Award
in 2014 — at FNLIJ-MRE stand at the Bologna Fair.
In 2017 Roger received young illustrators from
various countries and cultures at the stand and
talked for more than two hours about each portfolio
presented, demonstrating the importance of their art.
Roger Mello is a Brazilian, graduated in Design
from the State University of Rio de Janeiro — Uerj,
and worked, in the beginning of his career, with
Ziraldo, one of the most important authors of
Brazilian children’s literature, honored in this catalog.
In addition to his exhibitions, which toured several
countries, Roger also became internationally known
for having integrated the 1998 IBBY Honour List with
the book Maria Teresa (Agir). Believing in the quality
of his work, FNLIJ insisted on his candidacy for the
Hans Christian Andersen/IBBY, presented for the
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Illustrations from the books: João por
um fio (below); Meninos do mangue
(next page, top); and Nau catarineta
(next page, right).

third time in 2014, when he won the award. Also through
FNLIJ Roger was invited to illustrate the story of Luciana
Sandroni, which integrated the book Peace Story — a
Namibook project with the participation of IBBY sections
that gathered stories about peace —, released in 2010 at the
Nami Children’s Book Festival. On this occasion he visited
the island for the first time. Roger returned to the island
on several occasions, having been a member of the Nami
Concours for the last time in 2017.
With more than a hundred illustrated books and about
thirty of them also written by him, Roger is one of the
most genial, restless and tireless Brazilian artists of the
present time.
For his awards and for the special person he is, he has
being invited to participate in various events and juries
around the world, filling us with pride. Among the winning
titles we highlight Meninos do mangue (Swamp Boys),
by Cia. das Letrinhas; Nau catarineta (Catarineta Ship),
by Manati; João por um fio (Johnny by a Thread), by Cia.
das Letrinhas; Carvoeirinhos (Little Colliers), by Cia. das
Letrinhas; Cavalhadas em Pirenopolis (Strings of Horses in
Pirenopolis), by Agir; and Inês, by Cia. das Letrinhas.
Roger Mello will receive the illustrators who want to
present their work at the Bologna Children Book
Fair 2018, repeating the excellent experience of 2017. One
cannot miss it!

What Roger Mello meets new artists
When Wednesday, March 28th, from 4 to 6pm
Where FNLIJ’s stand
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Cover Illustrator Special
Writer, journalist, cartoonist, comic artist and illustrator, Ziraldo is one of the
pioneer names in Brazilian children’s literature. When celebrating 85 years old in
2017, the artist received several honors, from professionals and the public alike, both
for influencing generations of artists as well as for his books to be indispensable
reading of children, with their collections and their beloved character, Menino
Maluquinho (Crazy Little Boy).
Ziraldo was nominated by FNLIJ for the Hans Christian Andersen/IBBY Award
in 1988, 1990 and 1992, always in the writer category. In addition to his images and
characters constitute a unique art immediately associated with its creator, Ziraldo is
also an expert writer, who always undertakes searches with original references.
Enthusiastic about the work of FNLIJ in favor of reading and literature, he has
honored national and international events of FNLIJ. In 1995, when Brazil was the
guest of honor at the Bologna Fair, Ziraldo created the letters of the word Brazil
to the theme phrase Brazil! A Bright Blend of Colours, suggested by Ana Maria
Machado. In particular, he inserted the exclamation point — already created for
the publishing house Primor — to the phrase, through which he transmitted the
reactions he heard about his country. In 2014, the second time that Brazil was
honored, Ziraldo was featured in the illustrators exhibition Brazil: Countless Threads,
Countless Tales, which title is also authored by Machado, and created a mascot:
an astronaut reader, who was accompanied by the phrase Brazil: Imagination for
the Future. In 2016 FNLIJ was the IBBY section in charge of the message for the
International Children’s Book Day/IBBY and invited Ziraldo to create the
illustration and Luciana Sandroni to write the text. And, of course, he is a guaranteed
presence in the FNLIJ Salon, a book fair organized in Rio de Janeiro for 20 years
now, where children and adults crowd to see him. The lines are absurdly long, since
Ziraldo makes a point of not only signing, but writing or drawing something in
the dedication of each reader.
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Remembering Flicts in Ziraldo’s 85 years-old celebration
Flicts
His first work for children, written in 1969, is an artistic
landmark and representation of the Brazilian book,
especially for being the first book entirely in color made in
the country. Flicts tells the story of a color with no place
in the world that does not fit the flags or the rainbow,
despised by other colors. In order to approach the drama of
Flicts, Ziraldo uses poetic language and an amazing
graphic-editorial scheme, turning the book into an
immediate classic.
The fragile, ugly and distressed Flicts came about almost
by chance, when the author met editor Fernando de Castro
Ferro, from the publishing house Expressão e Cultura, to
suggest a collection of his cartoons published in newspapers
and magazines. At that time, Ziraldo was already known in
the country for his strips and for being one of the creators
of the newspaper O Pasquim, of great relevance in the
critique against the military dictatorship under which Brazil
lived since 1964.
For the book, Ziraldo received the 2004 Andersen Award,
from the magazine Andersen and Libreria dei Ragazzi, from
Milan. Years later, its digital version was in 3rd place in the
Jabuti prize of the Brazilian Book Chamber.
Published by the publishing house Melhoramentos since
1984, the book has already had over 60 editions in Brazil
and has been translated at least into English, Japanese,
Spanish, Esperanto, Dutch, Italian, French and German. The
little color left aside seems to have finally gained its place
in the Sun. Or at the Moon, since the story is solved when
Flicts decides to leave the world and to venture itself into
our natural satellite.
The Brazilian Foreign Minister presented Neil Armstrong
with the book. When the astronaut received it, he wanted
to meet the author of the book and revealed what was
recorded in a writing that is reproduced in the editions of
the book since then: The moon is Flicts. Whether it is or not,
what we can say is that, after 49 years of its birth, the
color Flicts is very present in the reading formation of the
small Brazilians. We are Flicts, after all.
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Menino Maluquinho (Crazy Little Boy)
After this first classic, Ziraldo continued to create true pearls
for children. The most famous one is the icon-character
Menino Maluquinho, born in 1980. With a pot in his head,
this boy has already carried out a number of adventures and
mischiefs, with stories adapted for TV, theater, cinema,
children’s opera and video games. Nowadays, in Brazil alone,
there are over 3.5 million copies of O Menino Maluquinho,
116 issues in total. Ziraldo’s partnership with FNLIJ also
appears there, since Menino Maluquinho was the visual
identity of the 25 years of the foundation and of the FNLIJ
Salon from its second to fifth edition.
Many titles came later, and also many prizes and recognitions.
The International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA) has created the World Through Picture
Books project, which brings together books from around the
world. The Brazilian selection was made by FNLIJ, which
included the title of Ziraldo O menino marrom (The Brown
Boy). The White Ravens catalog of Munich International
Library has also selected two of his titles: Menina Nina: duas
razões para não chorar (Menina Nina: Two Reasons Not to Cry)
— Best Children’s Book by the Brazilian Academy of Letters —
and Vito Grandam: uma história de voo (Vito Grandam: A
Flight Story). The selection of titles for White Ravens is made
from the arrival of copies by different sources. FNLIJ donates the
books presented in this catalog, after being exhibited at the
booth in Bologna, as well as sends the catalog itself, which also
contains the FNLIJ Award.
His latest title is Meninas (Girls), released in 2016. In this
book the artist makes a poetic rereading of Alice in Wonderland,
a true tribute to femininity in its diverse forces.
We recommend to all artists, publishers and teachers to get
to know the work of Ziraldo, this unique artist who has
captivated readers for generations.
FNLIJ hopes the fifty years of Ziraldo creations for the
children’s world, to be celebrated in 2019, will be an incentive
for him to present us with another beautiful work, as so many
in his curriculum. Congratulations, Ziraldo!
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When Color Becomes a Flaw1
In Brazil, Flicts is a famous character in children’s literature.
However, the main character of the book is neither a girl nor
a boy — but a colored strip. This story is about the issue of
exclusion mainly, and writer and illustrator Ziraldo processes
his own history in it.

Sometimes it’s awfully hard to find one’s place in the
community. The same happens to Flicts: no one wants to
play with it. There’s no room here for you, You are annoying
us, Get a clue, others say to him. More and more lonely, Flicts
walks through a world that excludes it with coldness, scorn,
thoughtlessly. But Flicts does not give up. In order to find
happiness it travels to the end of the world — and beyond.
Flicts is the name of a famous character of the children’s
literature by the Brazilian writer and illustrator Ziraldo.
Decades after the first edition, Jacoby & Stuart publishes
the story to German children too. Flicts is not a boy, not
a girl, not even a cartoon character — it is a colored strip
instead. It is not bright red, nor green, nor blue, nor orange;
instead, it is a strange color between pale ocher and dirty
yellow, a miserable excluded, until, in the end — without an
explanation how —, it draws the long straw of belonging.
In order to tell this unusual story the famous illustrator
Ziraldo breaks with all the traditions of children’s book

Book review Susanne Billig
Translated to English after
Portuguese version
Portuguese translation
Gustavo de Sá Barboza

1 The term in the original is “Makel”,
which can be translated as “defect” or
“stain”; the title plays with the double
meaning of the word.
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illustration. He fills the pages of the book, which already appeals to
children from the age of three, with only abstract and colorful surfaces
and shapes. He does lead his strong story side by side with basic
human experiences, which even kindergarten children know very well.
Colorful surfaces rise from the book as live characters.

Not at all a book just for kids
The color red shouts, the blue one retracts in the distance, the color
yellow marks rigid limits, the green one disappears — and pale, thin
Flicts shrinks lonely in an empty corner of the page. In a playful way,
Ziraldo enriches his story with pedagogical contents, to which other
children’s books are limited due to a lack of a deeper narrative idea:
what are the colors of the traffic lights and the rainbow, to which
countries do these flags belong to, what color can be seen when one
turns a colorful paper windmill very fast, what was the first man on the
Moon called — all these issues can still be discussed with the help of
the book.
The book contemplates, in a very compact way, with its direct
simplicity and the deeply sad tone between the lines, the painful
experiences of the author during the Brazilian military dictatorship. In
1964 the generals’ coup took place in the Latin American model, against
a left-wing government and with the U.S. support.
The regime managed to continue for 21 years. The then young
illustrator was forbidden to work, suffered persecution and torture.
All this is found in his book, which he wrote and painted in 1969, at the
height of the dictatorship: the painful experience of being a dissident
and an excluded, the desperate search for belonging and cohesion, the
explosion at the end, which happens with a touch of transcendence, but
on a horizon beyond human salvations. It is a great and amazing book
for people of any age.

Original review in Deutschlandfunk Kultur
http://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/wenn-die-farbe-zum-makel-wird.950.
de.html?dram:article_id=257691
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Editor’s Note
For the composition of this FNLIJ selection catalogue,
distributed during the 55th Bologna Children’s Book Fair,
82 books by Brazilian authors were selected out of a total
279 titles that had come to us by 2 October 2017.
They were all launched last year by national publishers or
foreign ones headquartered in Brazil. Translated books are
not part of this selection. Including covers and reviews,
the Catalogue contemplates only books by Brazilian
authors and is separated by categories: Children (32),
Young People (17), Non-Fiction (3), Poetry (6), Book without
Text (1), and Retold (10).
Text books on children and young people literature (6),
as well as new editions (7) are mentioned, in a list, without
the presentation of covers and summaries.
The books mentioned herein are exhibited in the 55th
Bologna Children’s Book Fair and, after the event, are
donated to the International Youth Library (Internationale
Jugend Bibliothek), in Munich, IBBY’s German section.
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Fiction for children

A quatro mãos
Text and illustrations by Marilda Castanha. Companhia das
Letrinhas. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788574067926
Hands unite, offer, help, or record time. Hands speak, they
silence, they push away, they get together... A quatro mãos
(Four-handed) is a story about the importance of this body
part, both for its symbology and also for the actors who use
it for the society improvement. Marilda Castanha builds
her narrative by listing the different situations in which the
hands are necessary to strengthen the human being; and
complements her text with simple and strong features. To
grow, union is necessary, starting with one’s own hands... (vs)

ABC dos abraços
Sérgio Capparelli. Illustrations by Cris Eich. Global. 43p.
ISBN 9788526023345
Capparelli, known by the kids for his verses and also for his
prose, holder of four Jabuti awards, among others, says that, as
he grows old, he finds out he has not been much of a hugger.
This was the topic for his verses — sometimes melodious,
other times in the form of dialogue or questions, sometimes
long and serious, other times short and playful — dedicated
to Bia, who will one day know how to give and receive what
lacked the poet so much. Detachable postcards, with unusual
hugs, created by Cris Eich, complete the idea of exchange, even
at a distance. (SSC)
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fiction for children

A alma secreta dos passarinhos
Paulo Venturelli. Illustrations by Elisabeth Teixeira. Olho de Vidro.
32p. ISBN 9788593234002
Certain mysteries are inaccessible, not because they are mysteries,
but because we do not have a good angle to reach them. In
this work the poetic prose of the award-winning writer of
literature for children and young people Paulo Venturelli makes
references to João Guimarães Rosa and bows to Bartolomeu
Campos de Queirós. Are the birds the soul of God flying across
the land? This was a premise for the boy. Would having that
little being between his fingers, thanks to a bran of bread, even
if his little heart was startling, help unravel the mystery? (MB)

Um amigo para sempre
Marina Colasanti. Illustrations by Guazzelli. FTD. (Unpaged).
ISBN 9788596010429
Although opposites, freedom and prison do not prevent, when
they are together, the emergence of a friendship based on
trust and patience. A man and a bird meet for brief moments,
and with no hurry, affection and intimacy are born. Marina
Colasanti — winner of SM, Portugal Telecom, FNLIJ prizes,
among others — recalls the friendship of Angolan Luandino
Vieira with a bird when the writer was in prison. Guazzelli’s
graphic design reinforces the reflection on gaps and cracks. It is
a story of strength and poetry, flooded with beauty, to be read
while one silently waits for the visit of emotion. (VS)

Areia na praia
Text and illustrations by Elma. Ed. do Brasil. (Unpaged).
ISBN 9788510065542
Sand, a gift from aunt to niece, has the color of the beach
dunes, where they invent fun jokes. A gesture, however, causes
the little puppy to disappear. The fear of the friend not coming
back floods the girl. In harmony with the text, the illustrations
in pastel colors convey peace and tranquility, as if we were
on the beach in the late afternoon. When Sand disappears,
the colors also go away, intensifying the fear of losing her
forever. Through cirandas, a type of dance and music from the
Brazilian state of Pernambuco, the joy returns, strengthening
such a beautiful friendship. (AF)
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A árvore
Text and illustrations by Roberto Carvalho de Magalhães.
SESI-SP Ed. 35p. ISBN 9788550405162
In this beautiful and simple story we are introduced
to Mr. Angorb and his dog Bingo, who live in a house
framed by a beautiful white oak that surrounds the
landscape. The monochromatic graphic-editorial design
highlights the contrast between light and shadow
that symbolizes not only the image of the oak, but the
thoughts of the villagers who eventually cut the tree. The
end of the story impresses and thrills the reader. (LW)

Cachinhos de prata
Leo Cunha. Illustrations by Rui de Oliveira. Paulinas. (Unpaged).
ISBN 9788535642803
This short narrative, written by award-winning Leo Cunha,
shows contemporary aspects and the use of oral tradition
resources. There is intertextuality with the fairy tale. In
Goldilocks, the girl gets lost in the forest and is saved by the
bears. Cachinhos de prata (Silverlocks) shows a grandmother
into the aging process. Humor gives light to seemingly heavy
themes (old age, death, memory loss, conflict of generations).
Illustrations by award-winning Rui de Oliveira (already
nominee by the FNLIJ to the HCA-IBBY award) highlight traces
of amazement, loss, and aging. (NP)

Caixa de brinquedos
João Anzanello Carrascoza. Illustrations by Larissa Ribeiro.
Edicões SM. 47p. ISBN 9788541816946
Ten short stories and mini short stories make up the
book Caixa de brinquedos (Toy Box). The narrative unit
is guaranteed by the presence of the boy, unnamed child
who invents and recreates, from situations of the collective
imagination — the creation of the world, the adventures of D.
Quixote —, universes, sensations and emotions fundamental
for the recognition of the experience of living. With extreme
sensibility and beauty Larissa Ribeiro’s illustrations are shown
in perfect harmony with the delicacy of the adventures
experienced by the boy. (AM)
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Text and illustrations by Lúcia Hiratsuka. Cortez. (Unpaged).
ISBN 9788524925542
This tale by award-winning illustrator and writer Lúcia
Hiratsuka shows the arrival of a truck to the small town
from the children’s point of view. The waiting, the
curiosity, the novelties and the stories permeate the
thread of the time of this narrative so delicate and poetic.
Illustrations and text make a good connection, for they
create expectations, suggest, feed the reader’s imagination
without disclosing the mystery of life itself. After all,
waiting for the day, the night, and for tomorrow is a
continuous act of reinventing the jokes and life itself. (NP)

Caminhos do São Francisco
Cristina Porto. Illustrations by Luiz Maia. FTD. (Unpaged).
ISBN 9788596010047
Between fiction and news report, the book was written
from a trip the author took along the Sao Francisco River.
Richly illustrated by Luiz Maia, the book travels through
the beautiful landscapes of the hinterland, tells us about
the habits, the diversity of the Brazilian fauna and flora,
the wealth of craftsmanship and the exuberance of popular
festivals. It also shows the harsh reality of those who live
without water on the banks of the Old Chico, as the river
is known, thus raising awareness about the importance of
citizenship and of getting to know Brazil better. (RF)

Casa do cuco
Text and illustrations by Alexandre Camanho. Pulo do Gato. 44p.
ISBN 9788595760035
In ancient times, very sinister creatures inhabited the
forests; among them there was a wicked witch who hunted
animals and kept them in captivity. The cuckoo, a cunning
and cautious bird, in an attempt to help the other animals,
was eventually captured by the witch. Imprisoned forever,
Cuckoo would then have to leave his house hourly to
protect his forest friends. Writer and illustrator Alexandre
Camanho has already been awarded by FNLIJ and received
the Jabuti, a prize from the Brazilian Book Chamber, as well
as has been included in the list of honor of IBBY 2016. (RF)
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Claro, Cleusa. Claro, Clóvis
Text and illustrations by Raquel Matsushita. Ed. do Brasil. 37p.
ISBN 9788510065283
Cleusa, Clovis and Catarina, friends who study together, are
represented by colorful geometric shapes. In pairs, Clovis and
Cleusa, and later Catarina and Cleusa, come together and
separate, in a multimodal game that creates new geometric
forms. The little reader is amused by identifying the images
created by the shapes of strong colors, while accompanying a
brief story of friendship. (LW)

Deu zebra no ABC
Text and illustrations by Fernando Vilela. Pulo do Gato. 40p.
ISBN 9788595760011
Award-winning writer and illustrator Fernando Vilela — New
Horizons Bologna Book Fair (mention), FNLIJ, Jabuti —
presents us animals of different sizes and species, from A to Z,
that is, each letter of the alphabet is the name of an animal with
an action practiced by the animal. Thus, we have the creativity
and the curiosity to lead the reader to predict what the next
animal is in the alphabetically ordered narrative. But how he
can contemplate them all? It is an impossible task because
several characters are left out. There is a rebellion among the
animals! Much like in a game, the book is a delightful first-tolast-page fun. (VS)

O dia da festa
Text and illustrations by Renato Moriconi. Pequena Zahar.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788566642537
The theme of humanity waiting for the Messiah is recurring.
However it may be, wherever it may come, as long as He
saves us from our unhappy situation. Playing with children
and talking to adults, award-winning plastic artist Moriconi
creates parallel stories about the coming of a unicorn that
will transform a kingdom to which it is supposedly going to.
Visiting Botticelli, Duchamp, Dore, Tarsila, among many, he
traces the path that takes the unicorn to a place and to an
unexpected reason. It is a hybrid and ironic work that invites
us to different reflections. (SSC)
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Dino e Saura
Text and illustrations by Fernando Vilela. Brinque-Book. 35p.
ISBN 9788574125619
Dino was born in the wrong nest and, one day, tired of
so much incomprehension, he goes away. Saura decides
to accompany him, and together they undertake a great
adventure in search of their place in the world. The vibrant
illustrations and stamps of Fernando Vilela give more
rhythm to the narrative, which surprises the reader and
teaches, in a simple and funny way, a bit about the dinosaurs
who lived in Brazil thousands of years ago. Dino e Saura
is still a good reason for a conversation about tolerance,
friendship and respect for diversity. (RF)

Direitos do pequeno leitor
Patricia Auerbach. Illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Companhia das
Letrinhas. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788574067216
The work is created from the imprescriptible Rights of the
Reader, listed by Daniel Pennac in Reads Like a Novel. As in
an unfolding, other rights are added, evident and concrete
ones. Everyone in the book is a hero, starting with the readers
and characters: Little Red Riding Hood, Max (Where the
Wild Things Are), the gang of Yellow Woodpecker’s Grange,
by Monteiro Lobato. Choosing the main character, deciding
when and how to read, or the right to freedom, transgression,
imagination, allied with the right to listen and tell stories,
affirm the transgressive force of literary reading. (MB)

Entre tantos
Text and illustrations by Marcelo Cipis. Ed. do Brasil. 31p.
ISBN 9788510065474
The author, illustrator and plastic artist Marcelo Cipis has
worked with illustration for magazines, newspapers and
books since 1977. In 1994 he was awarded the Jabuti best cover
award for Like Water for Chocolate. In Entre tantos (Among
Many) he recovers, with very funny images and unusual
scenes, the coincidences of everyday life and how small and
circular this universe is: everything ends where it started. The
world is immense, however tiny and full of twists that lead us
to the coincidences of everyday life. (GC)
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Foi ele que escreveu a ventania
Rosana Rios. Illustrations by Mauricio Negro. Pulo do Gato. 44p.
ISBN 9788595760004
Tui had a favorite book. The almost unbearable heat from
home, street and school did not disturb the poetry of this
meeting. On a sad day for literature, the boy discovers that the
author of the book had died. Manoel de Barros was a Brazilian
poet who valued ignorãças (the talking of common people,
the simplicity of sayings), and the unimportant things of life.
An attentive teacher offers a gift that allows Tui to discover
the power of words. The enchantment that emanates from
them reaches the reader also through the strong colors and
metalanguage proposed in the cover. (AF)

O futuro do Horácio
Mauricio de Sousa. Illustrations by Weberson Santiago.
Companhia das Letrinhas. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788574067667
Mauricio de Sousa is the creator of countless comic book
characters. Each one has its own characteristics, but there is
one for whom the creator has a special affection: Horácio,
a lettuce-eater tyrannosaurus. He is able to be moved by
the pain of others and to help other animals. In this story,
Horácio is sad because he learns that his future is uncertain
— his species may disappear from Earth. Weberson Santiago
captured very well what was happening in the depths of
Horácio and, with mastery of good watercolor, gave lightness
to the drawings. (NM)

Haicontos de fadas
Edna Bueno, Emilia Machado, Mariucha Rocha, Tatiana Kauss
and Vânia Alsalek. Illustrations by Marilia Pirillo. Bambolê. 48p.
ISBN 9788569470311.
Traditional fairy tales are retold in the form of the Japanese
haiku poem. The format, generally composed of three verses
with 5, 7 and 5 poetic syllables, respectively, is characterized
by being lean. The union of tales and haiku results in texts
that propose a humorous and poetic reflection on princesses,
piglets, wolves, witches, ducklings, ballerinas... Watercolor
and colored pencils highlight characters and objects and act
as hints for the reader to discover which short stories the
texts refer to. (AF)
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Rubem Braga. Illustrations by Orlando Pedroso. Global. 27p.
ISBN 9788526023376
Written in 1948, Histórias de Zig (Zig Stories), a chronicle of
Rubem Braga — one of the exponents of the genre in Brazil —,
receives in this edition an excellent graphic-editorial treatment,
especially with the illustrations, of funny traits, created by
Orlando Pedroso. They share the pages with the text, adapting
it to the young readers. The snapshots of the family dog’s life,
narrated with tenderness and humor, in perfect dialogue with
the images, please the readers, either because they have a dog
in the family or because they desire to experience the thrills of
having one. (AM)

O passeio
Pablo Lugones. Illustrations by Alexandre Rampazo.
Gato Leitor. 52p. ISBN 9788569086086
The colorful and entertaining illustrations in this
book bring lightness and color to a theme that is
always difficult to face: the years that pass by and
the arrival of death. In this beautiful and delicate
story the relationship between father and daughter
thrills the reader, accompanying a seemingly
ordinary bike ride, while the path subtly presents
itself as a metaphor of life. (LW)

O patinho matemático
Text and illustrations by Jean-Claude Alphen. Melhoramentos.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788506081389
The beauty of the universe or of the transforming creation
can be seen from mathematics, an exact science, but based on
life and its contradictions. Jean-Claude, writer and illustrator,
in a creative and inspired way, presents us with a little duck
that unveils life and human relations, having, at the beginning
of the walk, the unity, that is, his very own existence — the
starting point for his experiences in society. The work is an
invitation to the reader so that he also discovers that one plus
one is not always equals two... (VS)
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Histórias de Zig

Pinóquia
Text and illustrations by Jean-Claude Alphen. Melhoramentos.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788506081396
Pinocchio belonged to a Pinocchio family and to tell
the stories of these other characters was the inspiration
for Jean-Claude, writer and illustrator of this work. He
focused on the brothers and in their different dreams:
to be made of plastic, to be a musician and ... to study.
Pinocchia, a female version of the classic, is completely
different from her brothers because she wants to read and
study, she does not allow herself to deceive or be deceived,
she makes choices and is sure of herself. Therefore, she has
a lot to teach to those who, due to the young age, still walk
in the fields of uncertainty. (VS)

Quero que você me diga
Text and illustrations by Rosinha. Jujuba. 24p.
ISBN 9788561695491
Quero que você me diga (I Want You to Tell Me) is
more than a guessing game. From leap to hop, from
branch to branch, the monkey asks questions that
instigate curiosity and let the imagination run wild.
Written and illustrated in ink and watercolor pencil
by Rosinha (a Brazilian author already awarded
with several prizes from FNLIJ and Jabuti), the book
proposes a game, which is also poetic, with its funny
rhymes and children rhymes, and thus values the rich
oral and popular tradition of northeastern Brazil. (RF)

Se essa rua fosse minha: livro de brincar
Paula Guannini. Illustrations by André Flauzino. Bambolê. 44p.
ISBN 9788569470328
To guarantee children purity and joviality is a necessity for
preserving the memory. Se essa rua fosse minha (If This Street
Were Mine) is a book of singing and of knowing other regional
customs. It is created as a great play, which can be read or
staged with the family circle, according to the will of the reader.
The writing of Paula Giannini is packed with ideas to spice up
the fun even more. As in a delicious joke, Pai Francisco (Father
Francisco), Teresinha de Jesus and Alecrim Dourado (Golden
Rosemary) — all nursery rhymes — start spinning and put the
reader to dance. (VS)
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O sol se põe na tinturaria Yamada
Claudio Fragata. Illustrations by Raquel Matsushita. Pulo do Gato.
40p. ISBN 9788595760028
Tradition is a primordial element to be offered to the new
generations. For Mr. Yamada, a Japanese protagonist loaded
with experience and memories, there is a song to be sung.
It represents the imprint to be perpetuated to his offspring.
Therefore, the grandson must be taught. Claudio Fragata
navigates between verses and memories, telling this story
in a light and poetic way, with soft and precise drawings
that complete the narrative. Absence can become an eternal
presence; one just needs to be willing to share. (VS)

Super
Text and illustrations by Jean-Claude Alphen. Pulo do Gato.
56p. ISBN 9788564974982
The daily life of a family is narrated by the child’s
point of view. Every day the father goes out to work.
So does the mother. At night, the father watches his
favorite show, while the mother makes popcorn.
(The importance of the activities is presented by
the larger size of the letters.) When the father gets
ill, this situation is reversed. Superhero is the father.
Superheroin is the mother. Sometimes one, sometimes
the other. And the boy holds on, holding hands with his
parents. Happy? Often. Perfect? Often. Superheroes?
Almost all the time. (MB)
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Coleção Coisinhas à toa
Duas dúzias de coisinhas à toa que deixam a
gente feliz
Otavio Roth. Illustrations by Mariana Massarani.
Salamandra. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788546104870
Mais duas dúzias de coisinhas à toa que
deixam a gente feliz
Ruth Rocha. Illustrations by Mariana Massarani.
Salamandra. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788516105723
Novas duas dúzias de coisinhas à toa que
deixam a gente feliz
Ruth Rocha. Illustrations by Mariana Massarani.
Salamandra. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788516104894
Outras duas dúzias de coisinhas à toa que
deixam a gente feliz
Otavio Roth. Illustrations by Mariana Massarani.
Salamandra. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788516104887
This four-volume collection honoring the
acclaimed plastic artist Otavio Roth brings two
books of his own and two authored by awardwinning author Ruth Rocha (nominated for
the HCA–IBBY award by FNLIJ). Otavio’s life
was prematurely interrupted in 1993 and the
collection did not go ahead. At the time, Ruth
wrote the texts for the back cover of the
two books.
In 2017 the collection was re-launched, with
two more volumes by Ruth Rocha, all four
with playful and dynamic features created by
Mariana Massarani. The texts are hints of good
mood and little joys in the lives of children.
They are light, poetic and full of grace, which
delights readers of all ages. (NP)
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Aimó: uma viagem pelo mundo dos orixás
Reginaldo Prandi. Illustrations by Rimon Guimaraes. Seguinte.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788574060406
Born in Africa and taken to Brazil as a slave, a girl dies far
from anyone she knows. She wakes up in the Orum, where
she must remember who she is in order to come back. Aimó,
the forgotten girl, cries so much that she bothers Olorum,
father of the orixas — who are gods worshiped in religions
of African origin in Brazil and other countries of America.
Olorum decides to help her and sends Exu and Ifa to guide
Aimó in a fun and interesting trip of self-knowledge. Strong
black traces reinforce the culture of Afro-Brazilian mythology
in the illustrations. (AF)

Charles Chaplin: um tesouro em preto e branco
Flávia Muniz. Illustrations by Adriana Alves. FTD. (Unpaged).
ISBN 9788596009690
This girl loves Sundays. And she loves movie days with her
father. Once, a film fascinates her viscerally, by the way the
story is told, with no lines, in black and white. The author
makes a literary adaptation of City Lights, a 1931 film, and pays
a great tribute to the actor, director, screenwriter, composer and
filmmaker Charles Chaplin. Informative texts about the artist,
his filmography, a glossary and a timeline complement the
work Charles Chaplin, um tesouro em preto e branco (Charles
Chaplin, a Treasure in Black and White). (MB)
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Encantados: contos de fadas para jovens leitores
Adaptation by Helena Gomes. Illustrations by Arthur Vergani.
SESI-SP Ed. 152p. ISBN 9788550402192
Helena Gomes, the author of dozens of books, some of them
award-winners, is said to have been fascinated — since
childhood — by fairy tales. She plays with them by mixing
scenes, characters and themes from the lesser known stories,
collected and adapted from orality by the Grimms, Lobato,
Cascudo and Romero, creating six short stories for young
people. Not only them, but also mature readers will be
delighted with the breath of life and, why not say, filiation, that
the Brazilian journalist gives to new old themes. (SSC)

Fausto
Del Candeias. SESI-SP Ed. 160p. ISBN 9788550404882
The book, with a well-designed graphic art — quality paper,
title page and pastedown with strong dense colors, illustrations
dialoguing with the tension of the plot —, is a competent
adaptation of Goethe’s work. The transcreation of the German
writer’s tragedy results in dense prose, which discusses the
decadence of man, seduced by the forces of evil, charmed by
himself and in search of completeness. The work acts for the
(re)cognition of a classic of the universal literature by young
people and for the understanding of the importance of human
experience. (AM)

Fuga
Luana Chnaiderman de Almeida. Illustrations by Catarina Bessell.
FTD. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788596010054
This 27-chapter narrative shows the physical and affective
displacements of the adolescent Marina, who decides to leave
her family. Contemporary issues — narcissistic exacerbation,
unrestrained use of social networks, veganism and others —
arise in the wake of questions that the young girl faces with
herself. The politically correct is a great other that instigates
her to think about life. Graphite illustrations appear in some
chapters, with images that reproduce maps, destinations,
routes and collages, creating a parallel reading that dialogues
with the writing. (NP)
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Jardim Atlântico
Flávio Capi. SESI-SP Ed. 168p. ISBN 9788550402628
Flávio Capi builds this album by qualifying it as a moviebook, with visual characteristics that markedly lead us to
the cinematic language. Delicate and watercolor images set
the plot in the future, in the year 2082, in a small space of
ecocultural preservation, in an ultra-urban area. Harmonic
images keep the reader’s attention with a suggestive visual
narrative. (GC)

Uma jornada entre dois mundos
Flávia Savary. Illustrations by Daniloz. FTD. (Unpaged). ISBN
9788596010344
Uma jornada entre dois mundos (A Journey between Two
Worlds) is a juvenile adventure novel. The hero is Douglas, a
boy who is fascinated by the world of waters. The journey he
undertakes to find his uncle and deliver him a magical object
begins at sea, and Douglas has to face several obstacles: he
fights against fierce fishes, against pirates and even falls in
love with a mermaid. The end of the journey is surprising,
the boy cannot bring his uncle the magic object, but he has
other compensations. Illustrator Daniloz dived into the
kingdom of waters and made illustrations that will also take
the reader there. (NM)

Justamente porque sonhávamos
Stella Maris Rezende. Globo. 216p. ISBN 9788525059529
In Ponta Escura, a city created by the fertile imagination of the
award-winning writer, young people are abandoned by their
parents and live unusual situations. The Silly Dreamers group,
formed by abandoned youths, tries to change this situation.
One of the characters has theatrical ambitions, and theater
becomes the driving motif of the story, as a possible way out of
the curse that struck the city. The text contains language of the
state of Minas Gerais and allusions to poet Carlos Drummond
de Andrade and writer Graciliano Ramos. (NM)
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Lá longe no Chora Menino
Jorge Miguel Marinho. SESI-SP Ed. 43p. ISBN 9788550404035
In this book, three child stories to big people to know
show everyday characters involved in brief narratives
that please the reader for their simplicity, agile
language and engaging plots. The graphic-editorial
project is simple but curious, for the cover shows
maps of Sao Paulo city — made in different historical
moments — overlapped. (LW)

A lenda de Abelardo
Dionisio Jacob. Illustrations by Rogério Coelho. Edições SM. 258p.
ISBN 9788541816304
Author Dionisio Jacob has scripted several children’s TV shows and
received prizes such as the Jabuti for the best author of didactic
and paradidactic in 2012 and the FNLIJ Highly Recommended Seal
in 2015. In A lenda de Abelardo (The Legend of Abelard),
he narrates the life of a ten-year-old child who lives in a fief in the
Middle Ages. It is a narrative full of adventure and fantasy, rich in
the ambience of that time, which details the context and customs
of the Middle Ages. The illustrations are vignettes that bring
constitutive elements of the covered period. (GC)

Lima Barreto: crônicas para jovens
Selection and preface by Gustavo Henrique Tuna. Global. 102p.
ISBN 9788526023642
Born in 1881, Lima Barreto leaves a significant legacy
to Brazilian Literature, with his scathing criticism and
uncontested creativity in novels like The Sad End of
Policarpo Quaresma, tales like The Man Who Knew
Javanese, and chronicles, published in the press until 1922,
the year of his death. His work did not condone injustices
and social inequalities, allowing the reader of today to
relate to the excesses that continue to happen in Brazil.
This important collection is addressed to young people,
who can recognize themselves in it and, perhaps, protest
for a better country. (SSC)
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Edited by Beatriz Resende. Autêntica and Fundação Biblioteca
Nacional. 240p. ISBN 9788551302699
Through several texts published in magazines and newspapers,
the Rio de Janeiro of the first decades of the twentieth century
(1911-22) appears in the pages of this book edited by Beatriz
Resende, a scholar of the work of the Carioca writer Lima
Barreto. Photos by Marc Ferrer, Augusto Malta and other
photographers, contemporary of Lima Barreto, illustrate the
texts, which bring a tasty flavor and captivating language. A
hundred years have passed and Lima Barreto’s prose remains
alive by the mark of universality. (NM)

Memórias de um adolescente brasileiro na
Alemanha nazista
Elisabeth Loibl. Melhoramentos. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788506072820
Elisabeth Loibl was thinking of making kind of a family diary
by exchanging letters with her older brother about childhood
and adolescence in Nazi Germany. Upon recalling the saga of
her family, she wrote this book: a story full of historical events,
accounts of lived experiences and photos of the family’s album
during World War II. The book is both informative and of
memories, dealing with very current subjects like intolerance,
oppression, hunger, terror and its consequences. (RF)

Mulheres de Machado
Machado de Assis. Preface by Hélio de Seixas Guimarães.
Illustrations by Catarina Bessel. SESI-SP Ed. 368p. ISBN 9788550404097
Machado de Assis was a journalist, storyteller, chronicler,
novelist, poet and playwright. Born in 1839, he was one of the
founders of the Brazilian Academy of Letters. As a classic of
Brazilian literature, he continues to be published with new
editions that privilege various aspects of his production.
Mulheres de Machado (Women of Machado) brings together
seventeen short stories featuring female characters, tracing
different profiles of women of the 19th century. Seen as modest,
unfaithful, obedient or warriors, they are all in the condition of
servility imposed by the society of that time. (GC)
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Lima Barreto: cronista do Rio

Quando a primavera chegar
Text and illustrations by Marina Colasanti. Global. 112p.
ISBN 9788526023444
Delicacy, search, solitude. These are key words of Marina
Colasanti’s short stories in this book. In each of the seventeen
short stories, the reader can sometimes see a magical
environment, sometimes a simpler scenario; sometimes
princesses, sometimes peasents. The search for the answer
to existential questions and the veiled irony in philosophical
reflections is what they have in common. As in Povo é
necessário (People Are Needed) in which a King, discontented
for having no People to rule, seeks so hard that he forms a
numerous People... who deprive him of his power by realizing
that they do not need a King. (LW)

Rosa
Text and illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Olho de Vidro. 48p.
ISBN 9788593234019
The boy is called Rosa, ... only Rosa, that’s all. Rosa, same as the
flower. The same as João Guimarães Rosa. Immediately there are
the references to the universe of this Brazilian author, in a story
that could be the presentation or the sequel of his tale The Third
Bank of the River. Hence the epigraph: Father, will you take
me with you in this canoe? And it goes beyond: Downstream,
upstream, into the river... Moraes, writer and illustrator winner
of the Jabuti and FNLIJ awards, creates a lean text, where the
unspoken dominates. These are pages almost without text, filled
with agile features that demand a delayed observation. (MB)

O volume do silêncio
João Anzanello Carrascoza. SESI-SP Ed. 216p. ISBN 9788550404059
It is hard to say which of the seventeen stories contained in
this anthology of Carrascoza will impact the reader more.
His prose, already laureate by the critics (APCA, Jabuti, FNLIJ,
Guimarães Rosa and White Ravens awards), dwells on issues
that hurt, corrode, illuminate, transcend, renew and reafirm
themselves in our ordinary and noisy everyday. Gently, but
with gritty, sharp, well-aimed words, which describe our
apparent trivialities, it silences our anesthetizing noises. And
then our truths are unveiled. (SSC)
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Caderno alado: a passarada do infinito em
prosa e verso
Text and collages by Cristina Porto. Illustrations by Ricardo
Costa. Barbatana. 64p. ISBN 9788564155107
Caderno alado (Winged Notebook) is a true mosaic of
images and words. Vibrant collages turn the pages of the
book in an endless garden filled of birds and flowers of
intense colors. With Ricardo Costa’s realistic illustrations,
portraying some birds of the Brazilian fauna, like the
Great Kiskadee, the Rufous Hornero and the Great Egret,
this is the first book written and with art by Cristina
Porto, which, sometimes in prose, at times in poetry, and
every so often through collages, informs and entertains
readers of all ages. (RF)

Caro professor
Ana Maria Machado. Global. 191p. ISBN 9788526023598
Ana Maria Machado is an icon of literature for children and
young people. Hors-Concours in the FNLIJ Prize, she won
Hans Christian Andersen/IBBY and the National Literary Prize
Machado de Assis for her entire work. As author of children’s
books, she was the first to enter the Brazilian Academy of
Letters. Caro professor (Dear Teacher) is a work that brings
together texts aimed at educators, and discusses topics such
as spelling reforms, teacher’s role, quality of education and
citizenship building. It is a text full of her personal memories as
a student, teacher, journalist and author. (GC)
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Mundurukando 2: sobre vivências,
piolhos e afetos
Daniel Munduruku. UK’A. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788564045073
What has happened to the indigenous peoples since the
arrival of the Portuguese to Brazil? How did our society
see and how does it see indigenous peoples now? Daniel
Munduruku, award-winning indigenous writer, seeks to
answer these questions by revisiting the History of Brazil
and also by bringing stories heard in his childhood and
others that have happened to him. It is a poetic text that
leads to reflections on prejudice and extermination of
the native peoples, as well as information that will help to
broaden our vision on the natives and the knowledge of
their rich and varied culture. (MB)
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Bafafá na arca de Noé
Marco Haurélio. Illustrations by Anabella López. DCL. 31p.
ISBN 9788536821832
Marco Haurélio is a writer, professor and researcher of
cordel (string literature) and Brazilian folklore. He was a
Jabuti Prize finalist and winner of the Cordel Literature
Culture Prize, of the Ministry of Culture. Bafafá na Arca
de Noé (Brouhaha in Noah’s Ark) is developed around the
biblical story of Noah’s Ark, but does so through rhyming
and humorous illustrations close to the infantile trait. It
recovers some legends about the characteristics of the
animals: why is the flamingo bow-legged; why does the
giraffe have a long neck; and why does the armadillo dig
the floor? (GC)

Duas casas
Roseana Murray. Illustrations by Elvira Vigna. Abacatte. 32p.
ISBN 9788594680181
What do two children, so similar and so different, feel when
their parents separate and they have to live in two houses?
Roseana Murray, Hors-Concours of the FNLIJ The Best Book of
Poetry Award, builds with words, rhymes and much sensitivity
the connection between the two houses where the boy and
the girl start to live. A white house on the mountain. A yellow
house on the sea. Both of them with blue windows... For The
siblings then decided to tie the two houses firmly into their
hearts, with all the rooms and windows within... (MB)
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Haicobra
Fabio Maciel. Illustrations by Márcio Sno. Bambolê. 10p. (folding
pages). ISBN 9788569470250
This is a dazzling book that, once opened, stretches itself
like a snake and reaches sixty four inches long. On one side,
ten short verses, with three lines, refer to the Japanese haiku.
There are verses that tell of snakes of Brazilian folklore,
like Boitata, and expose our fears. On the other side,
multicolored scales form the great and fanciful snake. Poetic
and visual arts join an interesting paper engineering and
HAICOBRA appears. Auch! Watch out! It is a snake! (MB)

A poesia das coisas
Silvana Tavano. Illustrations by Adriana Fernandes. SESI-SP Ed.
48p. ISBN 9788550402512
Poetry is presented in different things in this book — in the
unfriendly door, on the nervous foot, and, more commonly,
in a love story. But this story escapes from the conventional,
as it is an ear and an earring discovering love. Silvana
Tavano wrote the little poems and Adriana Fernandes did
the illustrations. There was a perfect symbiosis between
verbal and pictorial language. The cover and the title page
have a musical pattern, with little birds representing the
notes — after all, poetry is also music. (NM)

Tudo tem princípio e fim
Text and illustrations by Marina Colasanti. Escarlate. 75p.
ISBN 9788583820598
Marina Colasanti, poet, fiction writer, chronicler, translator and
illustrator, is FNLIJ’s nominee to the Hans Christian Andersen
Award 2018. In this book she uses her sensitivity and a keen
look for the particularities of daily life. And so she seeks her
poetry: in the unexpected instant, in the unpredictable object.
She seeks the subtlety of simple moments, like the anthurium
vase falling from the window or the tree felled by the wind, and
she makes poetry. Colasanti shows that everything can have a
lyrical side and finds it by eating a fried scorpion in Beijing or
seeing a dead beetle on her desk. (MB)
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poetry

Vaca amarela pulou a janela
José de Castro. Illustrations by Mariângela Haddad. Dimensão.
40p. ISBN 9788544501306
Children rhymes are present in the lives of Brazilian and
integrate the realm of poetry. They are characterized by
a jocular tone, by the play of words and by presenting
unusual and funny situations. In this book José de Castro
brought together traditional rhymes and reinvented
others, creating a playful and relaxed atmosphere.
Illustrator Mariângela Haddad, who has won several prizes
in Brazil and abroad, gave life and color to the games,
making them more attractive. (NM)
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Books without text

Cambaco
Manu Maltez. Edicões SM. (Unpaged.)
ISBN 9788541816311
This picture book presents a mixing of feelings
demonstrated in the images, which combine the
strength and the restlessness of the first pages
with the subtlety of slight strokes, at the end of
the book. Cambaco, in Mozambique, is the old
elephant that abandons the herd to die in solitude,
a metaphor, therefore, of human life. (LW)
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Retold stories

Arte e manhas do Jabuti
Wilson Marques. Illustrations by Taisa Borges. Autêntica.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788551302217
Wilson Marques gathered six stories of the tortoise that
had their origin in tales of the Guajajara peoples of the
Amazonian region of Maranhão (Brazilian state). As it
always happens in these tales, the tortoise is clever and does
not get carried away by the wiles of other animals. The title
of the book itself — Art and Tricks of the Tortoise — already
denotes the creativity and artifice that the smart animal
uses to get rid of his enemies. Award-winning Taisa Borges
embarked on the tortoise brightness and created expressive
illustrations that refer to naïve art. (NM)

Criações: mitos Tenetehara
Wilson Marques. Illustratons by Luciano Tasso. Paulus.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788534946124
The origin of agriculture, the creation of woman and
the first rain are some of the myths of creation of the
Tenetehara people narrated in the book by Wilson Marques.
The vast oral repertoire of this Amazon indigenous people
is retold in a playful way and with uncomplicated language,
retaking important aspects of the Brazilian culture that
are unknown to the general public. With illustrations by
Luciano Tasso that refer to the basic and natural forms
of indigenous art, the book has also a holographic effect on
the cover and exquisite graphic design. (RF)
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O guardião da floresta e outras histórias que você
já conhece
Heloisa Prieto. Illustrations by Laurabeatriz. Brinque-Book. 70p.
ISBN 9788574125503
The title (The Guardian of the Forest and Other Stories You
Already Know) may lead the reader to think he will find wellknown narratives. Yes and no (all mixed), since the author retells,
from unusual points of view, classic stories that permeate the
imagination of adults and children, modulating them with her
voice and vision. She therefore reinterprets the wonderful world
of the tales of the Grimm brothers, Andersen, Lobato and others.
The art of Laurabeatriz completes the work with fun illustrations,
in bright colors and in tune with the surprising elements of each
narrative: characters, ambiance and narrative voice. (AM)

Nas águas do rio Negro
Drauzio Varella. Illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Companhia das
Letrinhas. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788574067421
To get to know the Amazon, one must get to know the
Black River, the cradle of life and traditions, a space yet to
be discovered. The book introduces us to the river and its
stories, in a fictional story full of adventures in fantastic
environments that are unknown by the character. Its author,
Drauzio Varella, is a renowned Brazilian cancerologist who
runs a research project with medicinal plants; this work was
born from his trips. The insinuating illustration by the awardwinning Odilon Moraes have suggestive features and offers
us the mirror of these dark waters. (VS)

Princesas, bruxas e uma sardinha na brasa: contos de
fadas para pensar sobre o papel da mulher
Helena Gomes and Geni Souza. Illustrations by Alexandre Camanho.
Biruta. 131p. ISBN 9788578481827
The woman’s effort to decide her fate, male power over woman,
maternal power and her destructive or constructive capacity,
identity changes, social inequality, or a love built up in a silence
imposed by a brother are topics in this book. In this sense, in
eight fairy tales from different regions and cultures of the world,
the reader is faced with different roles attributed to women: the
obedient daughter, the submissive wife, the evil stepmother or
the kind grandmother. It is made to make us think about the role
of women, yesterday, today, and always. (MB)
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retold stories

Sr. Chacal: noite de galo
Elissa Khoury Daher. llustrations by Rubens Matuck. Arab version
by Safa Jubran. Biruta. 72p. ISBN 9788578481940
The peculiarity of being a bilingual version (PortugueseArabic) adds even more magic to this story of the jackal
who needs to hunt a cock for his wife, pregnant with his
offspring. The graphic-editorial design is cheerful and
colorful, with illustrations by award-winning Rubens
Matuck, of Lebanese descent, such as the author. It is
therefore a book that, in addition to reminiscing about a
common character on the circle storytimes in Lebanon, also
pays homage to the descendants of this people. (LW)

Coleção Personagens do folclore
brasileiro
Januária Cristina Alves. Illustrations by Berje. FTD.
(Unpaged)
O Curupira e outros seres fantásticos do
folclore brasileiro. ISBN 9788596008341
A Loira do Banheiro e outras assombrações
do folclore brasileiro. ISBN 978859600836-5
O Saci-Pererê e outras figuras traquinas do
folclore brasileiro. ISBN 9788596008358
O uirapuru e outros animais incríveis do
folclore brasileiro. ISBN 9788596008334
The richness of Brazilian folklore is very
well represented in this comprehensive
collection of Januária Cristina Alves, who
counted on Berje’s very creative illustrations.
They give relevance to the characters that
refers to fantastic beings, as the curupira, or
to naughty figures, being the Saci-Perere an
example, sometimes to animals, in this case the
uirapuru bird, sometimes to people, such as
the bathroom blonde. The research is broad, it
involves history, anthropology, stylistics… and
allows a dip in a wonderful world inhabited by
beings that populate the Brazilian imaginary.
The publisher also presents a dictionary,
Alphabet of Characters of the Brazilian Folklore,
complementing the collection. (NM)
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Secondary Literature
Decifra-me ou te devoro! O mito grego na sala de aula. Vera Maria
Tietzmann Silva. Cânone. 224p. ISBN 9788580580938
Habitar a infância: como ler literatura infantil. Graça Ramos. Tema
Editorial. 310p. ISBN 9788563422019
Literatura infantil brasileira: uma nova outra história. Marisa Lajolo and
Regina Zilberman. Preface by Roger Chartier. PUC Press and FTD. 152p.
ISBN 9788568324424
Retalhos femininos: tecendo a mulher profissional no fim do século XX.
Glória Pondé. SESI-SP Ed. 79p. ISBN 9788550405179
Sylvia Orthof: um ramalhete de histórias. Edited by Cristina Villaça and
José Prado. Bambolê. 217p. ISBN 9788569470274
A temática da cultura africana e afro-brasileira na literatura para crianças
e jovens. Eliane Debus. Cortez. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788524925764

New editions of books already published
Fiction for Children
Aí tem coisa... Graziela Bozano Hetzel. Illustrations by Graça Lima. DCL. 53p.
ISBN 9788536823157
Dom Quixote. Monteiro Lobato. Illustrations by Camilo Riani. Globo.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788525063922
Histórias de tia Nastácia. Monteiro Lobato. Illustrations by Cláudio Martins.
Globo. (Unpaged). ISBN 9788525063939
Memórias da Emília. Monteiro Lobato. Illustrations by Belmonte, André Le
Blanc and Augustus. Globo. 208p. ISBN 9788525064752
O Minotauro. Monteiro Lobato. Illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Globo.
(Unpaged). ISBN 9788525063946
Pedro e Lua. Text and illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Jujuba. 48p.
ISBN 9788561695637
A princesinha medrosa. Text and illustrations by Odilon Moraes. Jujuba.
48p. ISBN 9788561695620
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Publishing houses participating at FNLIJ’s stand

Edições SM

Global Editora

Publisher Esther Nejm
Rua Tenente Lycurgo Lopes da Cruz, 55
Água Branca
05036-120 – São Paulo – SP
Phone int+55+ 11 2111-7451
e-mail esther.nejm@grupo-sm.com
www.edicoessm.com.br

Publisher Jefferson Luiz Alves
Rua Pirapitingui, 111 – Liberdade
01508-020 – São Paulo – SP
Phone int+55+ 11 3277-7999
e-mail global@globaleditora.com.br
www.globaleditora.com.br

Editora do Brasil
Publisher Gilsandro Vieira Sales
Rua Conselheiro Nébias, 887
Campos Elíseos
01203-001 – São Paulo – SP
Phone int+55+11 3226-0211
e-mail gilsandro@editoradobrasil.com.br
www.editoradobrasil.com.br

FTD
Publisher Isabel Lopes Coelho
Rua Manoel Dutra, 225 – Bela Vista
01328-010 – São Paulo – SP
Phone int+55+11 3598-6447
e-mail foreignrights@ftd.com.br
www.ftd.com.br

Moderna | Salamandra
Editora Moderna
Fiction and Non-Fiction
Publisher Maristela Petrili
Editora Salamandra
Publisher Lenice Bueno
Rua Padre Adelino, 758 – Belenzinho
03303-904 – São Paulo – SP
phone int +55+11 2790-1502
e-mail flsantos@moderna.com.br
www.modernaliteratura.com.br
www.moderna.com.br
www.salamandra.com.br
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Institutions participating at FNLIJ stand

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS

Câmara Brasileira do Livro – CBL

Ministério das Relações Exteriores

Brazilian Book Chamber
President Luís Antonio Torelli
Rua Cristiano Viana, 91 – Pinheiros
05411-000 – São Paulo – SP – Brazil
Phone 55+11 3069-1300
e-mail cbl@cbl.org.br
www.cbl.org.br

Ministry of Foreign Relations

Fundação Nacional do Livro
Infantil e Juvenil – FNLIJ
IBBY Brazil
General Secretary
Elizabeth D’Angelo Serra
Rua da Imprensa, 16 – salas 1212/1215
20030-120 – Rio de Janeiro – RJ – Brazil
Phone 55+ 21 2262-9130
e-mail fnlij@fnlij.org.br
www.fnlij.org.br

Undersecretary for Cooperation,
Culture and Trade Promotion | Cultural
Department | Division of Cultural
Promotion Operations |
Embassy of Brazil in Rome
ministry Aloysio Nunes Ferreira
Palácio Itamaraty
Esplanada dos Ministérios, Bloco H
70170-900 – Brasília – DF – Brazil
www.itamaraty.gov.br

Ministério da Cultura
Culture Ministry
Ministry Sergio Sá Leitão
Esplanada dos Ministérios, Bloco B,
sala 401
70068-900 – Brasília – DF – Brazil
www.cultura.gov.br

Fundação Biblioteca Nacional
National Library
President Helena Severo
Avenida Rio Branco, 219 – Centro
20040-008 – Rio de Janeiro – RJ – Brazil
Phone 55+21 2262-8255
e-mail diretoria@bn.org.br
www.bn.br
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Fundação Nacional do Livro Infantil e Juvenil – FNLIJ

Board Members
Board of Directors Wander Soares (President),
Daniele Cajueiro and Marisa de Almeida Borba
Board of Curators Anna Maria Rennhack,
Christine Fontelles, Guilherme Pinto Zincone,
Isis Valéria Gomes, Leonardo Chianca, and
Roberto Leal
Fiscal Board Henrique Luz, Jorge Carneiro, and
Marcos da Veiga Pereira

Fiscal Board Substitutes Paulo Rocco, Amir
Piedade, and Diego Drumond
Board of Advisors Alfredo Weiszflog, Annete
Baldi, Beatriz Bozano Hetzel, Eny Maia, Ione
Meloni Nassar, José Alencar Mayrink, Lilia
Schwarcz, Lygia Bojunga, Maria Antonieta
Antunes Cunha, and Silvia Gandelman
General Secretary Elizabeth D’Angelo Serra

Supporters’ Members
Abacatte Editorial Ltda; Associação Brasileira
de Editores de Livros; Autêntica Editora
Ltda; B4 Editores; Brinque-Book Editora
de Livros Ltda; Câmara Brasileira do Livro;
Cereja Editora Ltda; Ciranda Cultural Edit.
e Dist. Ltda; Cortez Editora e Livraria Ltda;
Edelbra Indústria Gráfica e Ed. Ltda; Edições
SM Ltda; Ediouro Publicações S/A; Editora
34 Ltda; Editora Ática S/A; Editora Bertrand
Brasil Ltda; Editora Biruta Ltda; Editora DCL;
Editora do Brasil S/A; Editora FTD S/A; Editora
Globo S/A; Editora Iluminuras Ltda; Editora
José Olympio Ltda; Editora Lê Ltda; Editora
Manole Ltda; Editora Melhoramentos Ltda;
Editora Moderna Ltda; Editora Mundo Jovem
2004 Ltda; Editora Nova Fronteira Partic. S/A;
Editora Original Ltda; Editora Paz e Terra Ltda;
Editora Peirópolis; Editora Planeta do Brasil

Ltda; Editora Positivo Ltda; Editora Pulo
do Gato Ltda; Editora Record Ltda; Editora
Rocco Ltda; Editora Scipione Ltda; Editora
Schwarcz Ltda; Fundação Cultural Casa de
Lygia Bojunga; Girassol Brasil Edições Ltda;
Global Editora e Distribuidora Ltda; Inst.
Bras. de Edições Pedagógicas – IBEP; Jorge
Zahar Editora Ltda; Jujuba Editora; Leya
Editora; Marcos Pereira; Meneghttis Gráfica
e Editora Ltda; Pia Soc. Filhas de São Paulo;
Pia Soc. de São Paulo; PwC; RHJ Livros Ltda;
Rovelle Edições e Comércio de Livros Ltda;
Salamandra Editorial Ltda; Saraiva Educação;
Scoppio Editoria Ltda; SDS Editora de Livros
EIRELI; Serviço Social da Indústria – Sesi;
Sindicato Nacional dos Editores de Livros;
Vergara e Riba Editoras; Verus Editora Ltda;
WMF Martins Fontes Editora Ltda.
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